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Rapid Collaborative Knowledge Improvement (RCKI) is a pedagogical approach for designing computer-supported
collaborative learning (CSCL) activities in the classroom. We have conducted design-based research on RCKI using the
software called GroupScribbles (GS) in a few Singapore schools for over four years. For professional development of the
teachers, a collaborative-apprenticeship learning (CAL) model is adopted in which researchers and teachers collaborate
via reciprocal interactions on joint activities towards mutual understanding on innovative practices premised on RCKI
principles. The findings show that the CAL model helps teachers develop RCKI principled-based understanding and
improve the enactment of the innovations in their classrooms.
Keywords: Rapid Collaborative Knowledge Improvement (RCKI), Professional Development, GroupScrihbles,
Collaborative-apprenticeship Learning (CAL) model. Reciprocal Interactions

Rapid Collaborative Knowledge Improvement (RCKI)
in a computer-supporied collaborative learning (CSCL)
environment as a pedagogical approach has been practiced
in a few Singapore schools for over four years (Chen &
Looi, 2011; Looi, Chen, & Patton, 2010). RCKI enabled by
GroupScribbles (GS) is characterized as collaborative idea
generation, idea linking, idea aggregation and idea convergence.
It empowers teachers to design effective collaborative learning
activities in a classroom setting within a short period of time
such as in a class session (Looi et al., 2010; Looi, Chen, &
Ng, 2010). Our long-term research goal is to systematically
introduce RCKI into Singapore classrooms as a catalyst for
developing critical thinking skills and supporting collective
knowledge advancement. We have elsewhere reported
various research studies on the efficacy and adoption of
RCKI innovative practices in the schools we worked with
(e.g., Chen & Looi, 2011; Looi, Chen, & Ng, 2010; Looi,
So, Toh, & Chen, 2011). This paper discussed three cycles
of professional development processes that prepared three
teachers fi"om one school to enact RCKI in their classes.

RELATED LITERATURE
Various approaches have been advocated for teacher
professional development (e.g., Glazer & Hannafin, 2006;
Tillema & Orland-Barak, 2006). Lawless and Pellegrino
(2007) classified the approaches to professional development
into four types: (a) organizing one-shot workshops; (b) using
design-based components as pari of the curricula; (c) using
a mentoring model; and (d) using train-the-trainers model.
According to Lawless and Pellegrino (2007), the train-thetrainers approach is deemed to have shown promise as a
means to suppori the scale-up of many small interventions
and to exeri much larger impact on the teaching practice.
One example is Bayer (1996)'s collaborativeapprenticeship learning (CAL) model which premised
on Ûis framework of Vygotsky's (1978) Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD). His findings revealed two patterns in
which the text-mediated social interactions took place. The
first pattern refers to "shared knowledge scaffolding" structure
(see Figure 1 a) involving the teachers brainstorming, sharing
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and summarizing of their prior knowledge on a topic within
and between small groups,fi-omwhich a composite picture of
student-teachers' prior knowledge was essentially developed
by the instructor. The second pattem "anchored knowledge
scaffolding" structure (see Figure lb) is a means by which
the instructor supported the development of increasingly
sophisticated levels of mutual understanding where the
"shared knowledge scaffolding" was being faded off. It is
an important link in helping novice student-teachers' move
to the "zone" where they could assume more responsibilify
for their own leaming by preparing for guided practice
using their shared knowledge base and application of ideas
in new situations.
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Figure I. (a and b) Bayer's CAL model
(adapted from Bayer, 1996)
Similarly, Glazer and Hannafin (2006) advocate "a
collaborative apprenticeship model" to promote professional
leaming in the teacher community. The authors assert that
using the model beginning with implementation of mentors'
best practices sustained professional leaming and fostered the
growth of the teacher community. This study emphasizes the
reciprocal interactions between teacher-leaders and novice
peers in the context of a supportive community of practice.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this study, the design-based research in three
successive cycles seeks to investigate teachers' leaming in
the RCKI professional development program over one and
a half years. The research questions are:
1.

2.

How did the professional development influence
teachers' understanding and practice of GS
supported innovations?
What was the evidence of the teachers' changing
practice of GS supported innovations?
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Design-based research has been adopted in a number
of studies on professional development (e.g., Schwarz,
2009). In our research, we adopted this method to involve
researchers and teachers in reciprocal interactions on
RCKI practices in the live classroom contexts through
progressive interventions in the professional development.
The professional development emphasized the key elements
of tasks and activities, affordances of the GS technology,
teacher and researcher collaboration, and meaningful joint
activities (Koschmann, 2002) on RCKI practices in the first
cycle. We explain how these key elements are incorporated
into the professional development model - a collaborative
apprenticeship leaming (CAL) model, and the reasons for
involving RCKI principles in the professional development
in the second and third cycles.
Context
Rapid Collaborative Knowledge Improvement
(RCKI) is a pedagogical approach premised on social
constructivism that emphasizes collaborative efforts
to generate and continually improve ideas in a live
learning environment supported by GS. It differs from
the pedagogical model of classic knowledge building
(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003) in that it is practiced
in time-limited cycles or activities in a real classroom
facilitated and orchestrated by the teacher.
A set of RCKI principles as instructional principles
was used as the main scaffolds for teacher professional
development. These principles were developed, constmcted
and refined in the course of reciprocal interactions
between researchers and teachers. The principles are
volunteerism, spontaneous participation, multimodal
expression, higher-order thitiking, improvable ideas; idea
diversity, epistemic agency, democratized knowledge,
and symmetric knowledge advancement. For detailed
discussion on these principles, please refer to Looi, Chen,
and Patton (2010).
The professional development model adopted in our
study builds on Bayer's (1996) CAL model and Glazer
and Hannafin's (2006) collaborative apprenticeship
model. It posits researchers and teachers collaborating via
reciprocal interactions on joint activities towards mutual
understanding on innovative practices premised on RCKI
principles. Novice teachers first act as apprentices, and
will serve as mentors to help new teachers understand
and implement innovations. The model consisted of 4
phases:
(1) enculturation: Sharing prior knowledge about
CSCL between teachers and researchers;
(2) shared knowledge scaffolding: Co-planning
RCKI leaming activities between teachers and
researchers;
(3) anchored knowledge scaffolding: Guided practice
based on shared RCKI knowledge base; and
evaluation and reflection
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(4) mastery of knowledge: Becoming a mentor to
a novice teacher by applying RCKI innovative
practice in new situations.
Figure 2 illustrates how CAL model fosters novice
teachers to become mentors by providing scaffolding when
needed and fading it as meaningful learning takes place
(Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Wood & Middleton,
1975).
Cycle 2
Enculturation

Cycle I
Enculturation

Shared
RCKI
scaffolding

Mastery of
RCKI

Anchored
RCKI
scaffolding
Figure 2. Collaborative apprenticeship learning (CAL)
model for professional development.
Three cycles of RCKI professional development were
conducted in a Singapore primary school. Three teachers
(with pseudonyms: Ms Lai, Ms Tian, Ms Don) in three
subjects (Science, Mathematics and Chinese) in two classes
participated successively in the program. The professional
development cycles and the subjects involved in each cycle
and in the level of students in different classes are shown
in Table I.
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DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Professional development discussions, focus group
discussions, teacher interviews, teaching plans, guided
enactment discussions, video clips of RCKI class enactment,
follow-up discussions, and observational notes are the main
sources of data for this study. Student group products on GS
are used as part of the evidence of the teachers' change in
innovative practice. To capture the teachers' understanding
and practice of GS-supported innovations, a focus group
discussion was conducted for the teachers involved to
probe their understanding of CSCL, affordances of GS, and
innovative practices in the first cycle and RCKI principles
in Cycles 2 and 3. Such infomiation was shared during
researcher-teacher reciprocal interactions leading to the
understanding of innovations and the co-design of class
activities/teaching plans.
After the sharing, researchers and teachers codesigned class activities/teaching plans; guided enactment
discussions were conducted, making use of example
enactment video clips to comment on good practices and
not-so-good practices. In the meantime, researchers also
attended, observed and video-taped class enactments; field
notes were taken. After each class, a follow-up interview
was conducted to provide opportunities for the teacher
to reflect and discuss the enactment with researchers.
Two reflection-evaluation sessions involving teachers
and researchers were conducted and video-taped in the
mid and at the end of each school term, respectively.
Teachers' independent enactments of the innovative
practice were also video-taped and analyzed. After each
cycle of professional development, a post-interview was
conducted for the teachers involved in the professional
development to discem changes in teachers' understanding
of the innovative practices and RCKI principles.
Throughout the data-gathering process, various sources
of data were coded in an attempt to discover emerging
categories and relationships in the data to identify pattems
of teacher changes. The analysis was assisted by the Studio

Table 1
Three-cycle Design Research Implementation
Cycle
Cycle 1 (July - Dec 07)
Cycle 2 (Jan - June 08)
Teacher
Ms Lai
Ms Tian
Ms Lai
Ms Tian
Ms Don
Class*
4A
4B
4A
4B
4A
Subjects

Primary 4 Science

Focus

Tasks and activities, GS
affordances and teacherresearcher reciprocal
interactions on joint
activities

17

Primary 4 Science
Primary 4
and Mathematics
Chinese
10 RCKI principles, GS
affordances and reciprocal
interactions involving mentor
teacher, peer teacher and
researcher on joint activities

Cycle 3 (July - Dec 08)
Ms Lai
Ms Tian
MsDon
5A
5B
5A
Primary 5 Science
Primary 5
and Mathematics
Chinese
6 RCKI principles, GS affordances and
reciprocal interactions involving mentorteacher, novice-teacher & researcher on
joint activities

Classes 4A and 4B (2007) are the same classes of students as Classes 5A and 5B (2008) in different school years.
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Code software - a kind of video data analysis software, to
contextualize the teacher practices and to provide visual
representations of the teacher practices.
FINDINGS: THREE-CYCLE DESIGN RESEARCH
Cycle 1: Exploring professional development using CAL
model in Primary 4 Science
Context and goals
The first cycle of professional development involved
teachers and researchers working together to foster
collaborative inquiry in Primary 4 science leaming. We
focused more on teacher-researcher co-design of GS lesson
tasks and activities. They also worked together to resolve
technical problems that impeded the smooth running ofthe
technology, which informed the design ofthe new version
of GS in the 4-phase professional development using
CAL model. The goals ofthe study were (1) to find out
how the professional development using the CAL model
helped teachers' changes in understanding and practice
ofthe classroom innovations; and (2) to identify teachers'
changing pattems in practices.
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Participants
In the first cycle of the research, two teachers (Ms
Lai and Ms Tian), each teaching a class of 40 students
in Primary 4 on science, were identified by the school
to participate in the professional development program
and enactment of the RCKI practices. Ms Lai was a
female primary school teacher with 35 years of teaching
experience. She possessed reasonably good content and
pedagogical content knowledge of her teaching subjects
- mathematics and science. In contrast with other teachers
in her school, Ms Lai (before our study) was a technology
novice, using the computer mainly for recording grades,
email communications and word processing. Despite this,
she volunteered to participate in this project and was willing
to move up the technology leaming curve. She believed in
the importance of teaching "critical thinking skills in the
classroom". This belief motivated her to adopt pedagogies
that helped develop cognitive skills such as posting good
comments and designing questions for peer teaching.
Ms Tian was a young female teacher with 5 years of
teaching experience. Compared to Ms Lai, Ms Tian's
technology competency was much stronger. However,
she had difficulties integrating technologies effectively in

Table 2
Four Professional Development (PD) Phases Using CAL Model in Cycle 1
Duration
2 weeks

PD Phase*
(CAL niodel)
Enculturation

Focus of reciprocal interactions on
innovations in primary science
Researchers brainstormed with
teachers (Ms Lai and Ms Tian) about
affordances of GS, and inquiry leaming
approaches to science leaming, watched
best practice video clips to reach a
shared knowledge base.

Problems

No. of lessons

Teachers (Ms Lai and Ms
Tian) did not know much
about CSCL, inquiry leaming
and affordances of GS.

(Brainstorming,
sharing of best
practices)

2 weeks

Shared
RCKI
scaffolding

Researchers arranged "joint activities"
to promote mutual engagement, based
on the shared knowledge base, and
planned GS-supported lesson tasks
and activities using inquiry leaming
approaches.

Ms Lai's understanding of
inquiry leaming and CSCL
was deeper than that of Ms
Tian. Teachers, especially Ms
Tian still held very traditional
views of teaching.

II
(Sharing
& lesson
planning)

9 weeks

Anchored
RCKI
scaffolding

Researchers supported the development
of increasingly sophisticated levels of
mutual understanding in the teachers
by guiding the enactment of the
inquiry tasks and activities on different
topics and successive lesson planning;
researchers facilitated teachers how to
integrate GS into classroom practices.
Researchers and teachers reflected and
evaluated the enactment.

Teachers tried to follow codesigned tasks and activities.
Ms Lai enacted them better
than Ms Tian.

11
(Lesson
enactment;
evaluation&
reflection)

1 week

Mastery of
innovation

Teachers applied similar tasks and
activities into new topics of science
inquiry leaming.

None ofthe teachers mastered I
the class innovations yet.
(New lesson
Ms Lai enacted the activities
enactment)
better than Ms Tian although
there were still problems.
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classroom. She held the belief that enabling the students
to do well in the examinations was the primary task of
the teacher. She could not tolerate excessive noises in
her classroom and was inclined to enforce discipline and
orderliness in the classroom as the way for students to leam
effectively.
Instructional design
This cycle of professional development using CAL
model focused on teachers' understanding and practice of
classroom innovation supported by GS using the progressive
inquiry approach and the designed tasks and activities.
The results of the four phases of the development were
summarized in Table 2, and elaborated in the text that
follows.
Results about teachers' change in understanding and
practice
Phase 1 - Enculturation (Brainstorming inquiry
learning and affordances of GS)
During the first two weeks, the two professional
development sessions took the form of a sharing session
involving the researchers and the two teachers. During the
two two-hour meetings, the researchers demonstrated a few
activity scenarios using GS. The researchers and teachers
discussed the affordances of the technology. They also
shared and discussed about collaborative inquiry approaches
and about how to integrate the technology into collaborative
leaming. This allowed the teachers to start from what they
knew about collaborative inquiry approaches. At the end
of the session, a summary was made about affordances of
the technology, the inquiry approaches and the suggested
ways to integrate the technology into the inquiry leaming
approaches. The teachers began to be enculturated into the
inquiry culture in GS supported leaming envirormient at
this stage.
Phase 2 - Shared RCKI scaffolding
(Co-planning inquiry learning)
In the following two weeks, another two professional
development sessions were designed coUaboratively
between the researchers and the two teachers. In the first
session, based on what they discussed in the enculturation
phase, the researchers arranged joint activities (Bayer,
1996) together with the teachers to coUaboratively devise
a GS-enhanced activity as a subcomponent of a lesson.
In this process, fhe researchers acted as "more capable
peers" to help seek connections between the two teachers'
understandings of the inquiry approaches and the ways in
designing the activities that emerged as their "understanding
of innovations and planning of the practice". The reciprocal
interactions between the researchers and teachers at this
phase shifted from sharing and discussion to promoting
mutual engagement, in which the researchers negotiated with
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the teachers, and participated in planning subcomponents
of leaming activities.
Through the discussion, teachers and researchers
established a jointly constructed consensual shared
knowledge base that reflected increased levels of mutual
understanding (Bayer, 1996; Glazer & Hannafin, 2006) of
inquiry leaming. It is this kind of shared knowledge base
which later became "anchored knowledge" as a shared
understanding of inquiry leaming approaches.
In the second session, the teachers' understanding of
innovations and planning of the practice was used as an
initial anchor for planning a complete set of activities for
a GS-supported lesson to increase their accountability in
developing collaborative inquiry lessons. The lesson was
on the curriculum-based topic of circulatory systems for
Primary 4 science leaming. After the teachers completed
designing one complete set of lesson activities, the
researchers reviewed the lesson plans, and discussed with the
teachers the challenges faced in the design, their readiness
in conducting the lesson the following week, and their
expectations. After the discussion, the researchers found
that Ms Lai was more ready for GS-supported classroom
innovations while Ms Tian was less well-prepared. The
researchers arranged an extra session to discuss with Ms
Tian to help her with the lesson planning.
Phase 3 - Anchored RCKI scaffolding
(Enacting inquiry learning activities and designing
successive inquiry learning lesson plans)
During the next nine weeks, the researchers as "more
knowledgeable others" (Wood & Middleton, 1975) used
"anchored RCKJ scaffolding" as a means by which the
researchers supported the development of increasingly
sophisticated levels of mutual understanding where the
"shared RCKI scaffolding" left off (Bayer, 1996). This
developmental phase is an important link in fostering
the teachers to move to where they could assume more
responsibility for their own leaming (Bayer, 1996) by
participating in the guided enactment of lesson plans,
the orchestration in the classrooms, the preparation for
designing new lesson plans, and the application of new
plans in new situations. "Anchored RCKJ scaffolding"
happened primarily during the preparation for guided
practice in class enactment regarding how to integrate
GS into the lesson using inquiry approaches, and how to
orchestrate the classroom. It also happened in the reflection
and evaluation of the lesson immediately after class. The
researchers and teachers also discussed successive lesson
plans on curriculum-based topics of the circulatory system
(the second part), energy, light, and heat. Both teachers
coUaboratively developed another eight lessons using
inquiry approach in GS supported leaming environment as
the researchers' support progressively faded as meaningfiil
leaming took place (Collins et al., 1989; Wood & Middleton,
1975).
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Phase 4 - Mastery of RCKI (Applying newly
designed inquiry learning lesson plans)
According to CAL model, up to the "master of RCKI"
phase, novice teachers will become more knowledgeable
others (Collins et al., 1989) who can assume the
responsibilities of a teacher-mentor in the RCKI practice.
In this study, the two teachers independently designed the
last inquiry lesson plan in the semester/cycle, and enacted
the plan supporied by GS. It turned out that none of the
two teachers reached the "mastery" stage although Ms Lai
performed better than Ms Tian.
Evidence of teachers ' changing practices
To understand the teachers' changes in innovative
practice, ten GS lessons were video-taped and coded. Based
on the inquiry approaches, we identified the key activities
patterns taking place in the classroom regarding "creating
inquiry culture", "setting up a problem", "working on the
problem collaboratively", and "evaluation and explanation",
which were graphically presented in Figure 3. In the whole
class activities regarding "creating inquiry culture" and
"evaluation and explanation" (see Figure 4), we counted the
time spent for "teacher talk (evaluation and explanation)"
and "student talk (evaluation and explanation)" to
understand the roles that the students and teachers played
in the activities.
Discussion and issues
In this cycle of professional development, the teachers
simply followed procedural tasks and activities in the design
and enactment of RCKI practice. Changes in the teachers'
understanding of innovations were not evident. A few issues
emerged. Firstly, it appears that the dominant role the teacher
played in class did not change much. Although Figure 3
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shows that students were provided with a few opporiunities
to work collaboratively. Figure 4 shows the teacher did
most of the talking in whole class activities. Secondly,
the teachers still did not grasp the inquiry instructional
approaches; they still exercised a teacher-directed approach.
Although in Ms Lai's class, students were offered some
opportunities to discuss in groups in class, these discussion
topics and outcome were basically pre-defined. Thirdly, the
teacher did not give the students agency to evaluate their
own work. In doing evaluation of group work, it was not
the students who did peer assessment, but the teacher who
"helped" students to find out what was "right" or "wrong"
in front of the class using interactive white board. Fourihly,
as it was the first few times GS was used in the classroom
setting, technology failure problems cropped up. Once
problems occurred, the teachers were at a loss at how to
continue the classroom activities without the technology
support. They did not come up with flexible approaches in
dealing with the situations.
In view of these problems, the researchers and teachers
had another meeting, discussing the problems, and possible
measures in addressing these problems. The discussion
was fruitful. We reviewed RCKI practices, and perceived
the need to develop a set of principles to understand the
practices in addition to the inquiry approaches which
emphasized procedural tasks and activities exercised in
class.
Cycle 2: Developing RCKI principle-based understanding
for innovations
Context and goals
In this cycle of professional development, both the
researchers and teachers were more comforiable in using

Whole clas
activity

O
V

o

Group
activity
Timeline
(mitiutes)

—•

Creating collaborative culture
Setting up a problem
Working on the problem collaboratively
Evaluation and explanation
Activity flow

Figure 3. Class activity patterns.
Whole class activity
Student talk
19%
.Teacher talk
81%

Figure 4. Teacher and student talk in whole class activities.
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GS, obtained some experiences in how to carry out
RCKI practices, and aimed at gaining greater depth of
innovation. In addition to science, another two subjects
- mathematics and Chinese were involved in using RCKI
irmovations supported by GS. The goals of the professional
development were: (a) to develop teachers' RCKI principlebased understanding in classroom innovations; and (b) to
identify teachers' changing practice after the professional
development training.
Participants
Three teachers participated in the professional
development program. Ms Lai and Ms Tian adopted RCKI
innovations supported by G S to teach both Science and
mathematics. Another teacher Ms Don was brought into this
cycle by adopting RCKI innovations for Chinese language
leaming. She joined the professional development program
voluntarily in an attempt to improve teaching and leaming
using ICT. Ms Don was a Primary 5 Higher Chinese teacher.
Ms Don had eight years teaching experience in Singapore.
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During thefirstmeeting with Ms Don, we found her holding
traditional didactic views of teaching and learning. She
was new to GS but she was good at multi-media design
in her teaching. She irankly told the researchers that she
joined the project not because she believed in collaborative
leaming but she just wanted to experience being involved
in some research so as to pick up some useful ideas in using
technology for teaching.
Instructional design
The professional development program in this cycle
used RCKI principles and affordances of G S for leaming as
the core for reciprocal interactions between the researchers
and teachers, aiming at elucidating the processes and
dynamics of RCKI approaches. This is a demanding task
because some teachers view principles as too abstract to be
very helpful, and even consider that the principles are merely
re-descriptions of what they have practiced (Scardamalia
& Bereiter, 2008). However, without understanding of
principles, teachers are inclined to focus on procedures

Table 3
Four Professional Development (PD) Phases Using CAL Model in Cycle 2
Duration
2 weeks

3 weeks

Reciprocal interactions on RCKI in
primary science, mathematics and
Chinese
Enculturation Researchers brainstormed with
experienced teachers (Ms Lai and Ms
Tian) and novice teacher (Ms Don)
about integrating RCKI approaches to
science and mathematics and Chinese
leaming and RCKI principles and
affordances of GS for collaborative
leaming.
Shared
Researchers and teachers shared views
RCKI scafabout and RCKI approaches to science,
folding
mathematics and Chinese leaming
and RCKI principles. They did lesson
planning together.
PD Phase*

7 weeks

Anchored
RCKI scaffolding

1 week

Mastery of
RCKI

Problems
Ms Lau and Ms Tian had some
ideas on inquiry leaming, GS
affordances, but did not know
much about theories underlying
RCKI principles. Ms Don still
needed time to understand the
approaches and principles.

Ms Lai's understanding about
inquiry leaming and RCKI
principles was the best. Ms
Tian and Ms Don still were
not quite clear about RCKI
practices.
Based on the shared views, researchers Teachers tried to follow coand teachers co-planned lessons in
designed teaching plans. Ms
science, mathematics and Chinese
Lai enacted them premised
premised on RCKI principles;
on RCKI principles in many
researchers facilitated teachers on
cases. Other teachers still did
how to integrate GS into classroom
not quite grasp the essence of
practices where necessary. Researchers RCKI principles. All of them
and teachers reflected and evaluated
felt time was a big constraint
the enactment for further improvement. for RCKI practices.
Teachers applied RCKI activities
Ms Lai became a mentor.
premised on RCKI principles in both
Ms Don also made a big
science and mathematics leaming.
improvement. Ms Tian had
problems.

No. of
lessons
II
(Brainstorming,
sharing
of varied
practices)

II
(Sharing
& Lesson
planning)

II
(Lesson
enactment;
evaluation&
reflection)

I
(New lesson
enactment)
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and content-based teaching (Chan & van Aalst, 2006). The
results of the teachers' development were summarized in
Table 3 and described in the next section.
Results about teachers ' changes in understanding and
practices
Phase 1 - Enculturation (Brainstorming RCKI
approaches and affordances of GS)
In the two-hour professional development sessions,
researchers and teachers met to brainstorm RCKI principles
and practices, and affordances of GS. Firstly, the two
experienced teachers Ms Lai and Ms Tian shared more
of their prior experiences and challenges in planning and
enacting the innovations. Video clips of the innovative
classes offered by Ms Lai and Ms Tian were demonstrated
to Ms Don as a source for reciprocal interactions and
comments. Ms Don also expressed her views about
collaborative leaming supported by technology. Later, she
shared that she knew more about innovations from the
sharing session.
Secondly, the researchers and teachers shared some
initial ideas about RCKI principles such as the importance
of providing opportunities for students to collaborate using
the technology, encouraging and valuing each student's
ideas. Thirdly, concems were raised about whether the
same approaches applied to the three subjects: science,
mathematics and Chinese because leaming science and
Chinese was different. These were the problems brought
forward to the next phase of professional development.
Phase 2 - Shared RCKI scaffolding
(Co-planning collaborative learning premised
on 10 RCKI principles)
In view of issues arising from focusing on tasks and
activities in the previous cycle of professional development,
the researchers reckoned that understanding of principles
was crucial for implementing RCKJ practices supported
byGS.
Based on the shared knowledge about how to deal with
student postings, the researcher provided the scaffolding for
the teachers to realize that they should value and encourage
different ideas, which was one of the RCKI principles of
"idea diversity". Ideas could always be improved through
discussion. Thus the teachers shifted from their preliminary
conceptions about the principle to a clear understanding of
the RCKI principle and became "knowledgeable others"
in this respect.
As for other RCKI principles, the researchers adopted
similar methods of discussing and sharing views mediated
by reciprocal interactions, and then guided the teachers
from a general understanding of principles to an improved
understanding. There were still a few principles that the
teachers were not able to grasp the essence. For example,
the teachers did not really know how to develop students'
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"epistemic agency". They did not quite understand the
principles such as "higher-order thinking" and "symmetric
knowledge advancement". These principles were anchored
for reciprocal interactions in the next phase of the
professional development. The researcher and teachers
also discussed how to design the curriculum-based lesson
plans premised on the principles. For Ms Lai and Ms Tian,
they adopted the same inquiry approaches to both science
and mathematics subjects. For Ms Don, it seemed that
inquiry approaches were not applicable to Chinese language
leaming in terms of reading, speaking, and writing. They
tried to understand the principles guided by the researchers
and the more capable peer Ms Lai.
Phase 3 - Anchored RCKI scaffolding
(Enacting lesson plans and designing successive
collaborative learning lesson plans)
During the subsequent professional development which
lasted for seven weeks, the researchers used RCKI principles
as anchor for reciprocal interactions with the teachers to
scaffold them how to apply these principles in the enactment
of the innovative lesson, and how to design successive
lessons using inquiry approaches. The researchers and
the Chinese teachers also explored better approaches to
Chinese leaming premised on the RCKI principles. After
each enactment of the lesson, a reflection and evaluation
session was organized to find out the new "anchor" for
further guidance.
The researchers found that Ms Tian still held traditional
views of teaching such as the pre-occupation to "lead
students to correct answers". Her students did not have
agency to explore and do inquiry of the problems on their
own. In a meeting with the teachers held after class, the
researchers discussed and shared an academic paper on how
students with agency assessed their own leaming through
student portfolios (see van Aalst & Chan, 2007). The
reciprocal interactions were very effective for the teachers
to understand how to empower the students with agency
and allow students to assess their own leaming.
Phase 4 - Mastery of RCKI (Applying newly
designed collaborative lesson plans)
Up to this stage, Ms Lai grasped the RCKI principles and
was able to use GS to enact progressive inquiry leaming.
She changed from "an apprentice" to "a master" of RCKJ
innovations and became a mentor of the next cycle of
RCKI practice. The other two teachers still needed further
guidance.
Evidence of teacher's changing practices
It is found that Ms Lai's classroom practice underwent
stark changes: the change from her original lesson of trying
to lead students' inquiry activities to being a facilitator
in the students' progressive inquiry. We coded Ms Lai's
lesson to identify the activities pattems taking place in the
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classroom regarding "creating inquiry culture", "setting up a
problem", "constructing working concepts coUaboratively",
"peer evaluation", "developing deepened knowledge"; and
"developing new working concepts" which were presented
in Figure 5. In addition, in the whole class activities
regarding "creating inquiry culture" and "evaluation and
explanation" (see Figure 6), we also counted the time spent
for "teacher talk (evaluation and explanation)" about and
"student talk (evaluation and explanation)" to understand
the roles that the students and the teacher Ms Lai played
in the activities.
Discussion and issues
The findings show that the teachers made much
improvement in their understanding of irmovations owing
to their principle-based understanding; in their enactment
of innovative classes, they could more flexibly orchestrate
classroom activities, and carry out inquiry tasks. It seems
that developing principle-based understanding was
important for supporting teachers' changes in understanding
and practice of innovations. The key changes were observed
in their understanding of innovations via their co-design
and enactment of the lessons and subsequent professional
development meetings (see Figures 5 and 6): (a) the teachers
were able to facilitate collaborative work, and provide more
opportunities for students to evaluate and explain even in
whole class activities; (b) they were able to give guidelines
for students to provide constructive peer comments to each
other's work; and (c) students' progressive inquiry was
achieved in the GS-supported leaming environment. Among
the three teachers, Ms Lai underwent the most noticeable
changes. Ms Lai mentioned that she bore in mind all the
principles and intended to apply them in class, and made
reflections afler she completed her lesson.

Despite these changes, some issues still remained. One
challenge concerned the overlapping of concepts in some of
the principles. Another was that the teachers had difficulty
in understanding the real meaning and application of these
principles. Better ways to implement irmovations in Chinese
language leaming remained a challenge.
Cycle 3: Consolidating RCKI principle-based
understanding for innovations and sustaining and
scaling up the innovations
Context and goals
The goals of this cycle of professional development
were: (a) to refine RCKI principles; (b) to develop teachers'
deepened understanding of the principles and to help
teachers apply the principles to their innovative practices
including Chinese teaching; and (c) to sustain and scale up
the innovations.
Participants
Participants were the same three teachers: Ms Lai, Ms
Tian, and Ms Don. By this time, their classes had been
upgraded to Primary 5. In this cycle Ms Lai became a
mentor teacher in the professional development. Thus, the
professional development involved researchers, mentor
teachers and peer teachers.
Instructional design
To address the issues in the previous cycle of professional
development, we eliminated overlapping concepts of the
principles, and made the principles more explicit for the
teachers to understand and enact. In the end, we condensed
the 10 principles into six with simpler guidelines. In the
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four-phase CAL model, the revised RCKI principles were
used to deepen teachers' understanding of the innovations
and to change their practices. The results of the teachers'
development were summarized in Table 4 and described in
the next section.
Results about teachers ' change in understanding and
practice
Phase 1 - Enculturation
(Brainstorming RCKI principles)
Considering that all the teachers had experience in
participating in the innovations and were more skillful
in using the collaborative technology, we laid more
emphasis on brainstorming the 10 principles used in
Cycle 2 and discussed the problems and confusions the
teachers' embraced. This session was led by the mentor
teacher Ms Lai and the researchers. From this sharing, six
RCKI principles were consolidated for the professional
development in the next phase.
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Phase 2 - Shared RCKI scaffolding
(Co-planning collaborative learning premised on 6
RCKI principles)
The mentor, peer teachers and researchers shared
both video clips of "good practices" and "not so good
practices" chosen from the lessons in the previous two
cycles, and commented on the demonstrated practices
using the principles as criteria for evaluation in order to
deepen the understanding of the innovations. The mentor
scaffolded the teachers when they had problems in their
understanding. For example, in one video clip of a science
lesson on "dispersal of seeds", the teacher asked the
students to describe one type of seed using descriptive
words (e.g., dry, small, and round) in groups and posted
them on the group board first, then asked the students to
comment on other group's work on their group boards.
The teacher instructed.
Please give a smiling face if the group describes the
seeds well.

Table 4
Four professional development (PD) phases using CAL model in Cycle 3
Duration
1 week

2 weeks

Reciprocal interactions on RCKI in
primary science, mathematics and
Chinese
Enculturation Mentor teacher (Ms Lai) and researchers
brainstormed with an experienced teacher
(Ms Tian in science and mathematics) and
the novice teacher (Ms Don in Chinese) about
integrating inquiry leaming approaches into
Chinese, science and mathematics leaming
and 10 RCKI principles.
Shared
Mentor (Ms Lai), the experienced teacher (Ms
RCKI scafTian), researchers and novice teacher (Ms
folding
Don) shared their views on the affordances
of GS, and inquiry learning approaches
PD Phase*

to Chinese, science and mathematics
leaming.
7 weeks

Anchored
RCKI scaffolding

1 week

Mastery of
RCKJ

Problems

No. of lessons

Ms Tian improved her
understanding about inquiry
leaming using GS and
theories underlying RCKI
principles, but the novice
teachers had little knowledge
about it.
Novice teachers worried
that they lose control of the
class if they adopted the
innovative practice, and that
they innovative approach
might not be appropriate for
Chinese leaming.
Novice teachers still had
problems in enacting RCKI
practices in Chinese without
fully understood the 6 RCKI
principles.

II
(Brainstorming,
sharing
of varied
practices)

Based on the shared views, researchers and
teachers co-planned the inquiry activities in
Chinese, science and mathematics premised
on 6 RCKI principles; researchers facilitated
teachers how to integrate GS into classroom
practices where necessary, especially the
new subject Chinese. Mentor teacher,
peer teachers and researchers reflected
and evaluated the enactment for further
improvement.
Teachers applied RCKI activities premised Ms Don became a mentor. The
on 6 RCKI principles in Chinese, science other teacher still needed more
scaffolding.
and mathematics leaming.

II
(Sharing
& lesson
planning)

II
(Lesson
enactment;
evaluation&
reflection)

I
(New lesson
enactment)
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One student gave a smiling face on another group's work
which did not have any descriptions about the seeds. Then
the teacher scolded the student.
Please follow my instruction! Why do you give it a
smiling face?
The mentor asked peer teachers what they thought of the
teacher's way of conducting the class, linking it to RCKI
principles. Ms Tian said that it was good that the teacher
allowed students to do "embedded assessment". But Ms
Don said that the teacher should not scold the students.
At this point, Ms Lai guided the teachers to think whether
students had the agency to comment on group's work on
their own, or instructed by the teacher. This triggered the
teachers to reflect. Finally the peer teachers understood that
students still did not have "epistemic agency" and did not
do "embedded assessment" on their own. The scaffolding
helped teachers deepen their understanding of the RCKI
principles, which in turn helped them to reflect and design
better lesson plans and enact student-centred lessons.
Phase 3 -Anchored RCKI scaffolding
(Enacting lesson plans and designing successive
collaborative learning lesson plans)
Up to this stage, the teachers still held some
misconceptions about RCKI principles and practice after
they enacted the lessons and designed successive lessons.
Before and after the enactment of the lessons, the mentor and
researchers would grasp opportunities to evaluate and reflect
the lessons and identify new anchors for the scaffolding. For
example, the mentor Ms Lai and the researchers noted that as
long as teachers provided collaborative tasks for students to
work in groups on the Group Board, collaborative learning
would happen, and ideas would be improved. Ms Lai
demonstrated a video clip of teaching "reading" in Chinese
on the topic of "The Little Match Girl" in Ms Don's class
to the teachers. The mentor anchored the problems and
suggested the teachers to design open-ended tasks, and to
create a GS supporied collaborative learning environment
conducive to idea generating, idea linking and knowledge
convergence (Harasim, 2007; Weinberger, Stegmann, &
Fischer, 2007), and embedded assessment. The mentor
demonstrated more examples for the teachers to share and
reflect. This process helped the teachers "rise above" their
understandings of the RCKI practices.
Phase 4 - Mastery of RCKI (Applying newly
designed collaborative lesson plans)
In the final lesson co-designed and enacted by the
peer teachers independently, it was found that all of the
teachers made great improvements in understanding and
enactment of the innovative class. Ms Don performed
the best among all the other peer teachers. Because she
developed a good understanding of RCKI principles, she
could flexibly design her Chinese lessons in "reading.
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speaking, vocabulary and writing" premised on the
principles. She reflected,
I found that the instructional principles really helped me
a lot in designing and carrying out my Chinese lessons.
Whenever I design the lessons, I would ask myself: Are
all the prineiples included? It really helps.
Ms Don later became a mentor for other novice teachers
in the school who wish to adopt and adapt RCKI practices
in their own teaching.
Evidence of teacher's changing practice
As Ms Don's changes in understanding and practice of
the RCKI innovations excelled other teachers, we chose to
present her students' group work (see Figure 8) resulted
from her changing design and practice of the Chinese
lesson. Different from the "structured tasks" she designed
in her previous class (see Figure 8 for the student group
product), Ms Don designed open-ended tasks by providing
pictures, graphic organizers, and mind maps on the group
board for students to problematize the language learning
content (Chen, Looi, & Wen, 2011), which triggered rich
imaginations of the students for collaborative learning.
Discussions and issues
In this cycle of the professional development, the
teachers deepened their understanding of RCKI principles
through reciprocal interactions using the CAL model, which
helped them design and enact the technology supporied
lessons more efficiently and flexibly. Our findings show
that (a) the teacher who understood and applied the
principles better designed and enacted the lessons more
innovatively; while, the teacher who did not fully understand
the principles tended to lead a teacher-centred pedagogy
(Sandoval & Daniszewski, 2004). Thus developing
principle-based understanding was pivotal for teachers'
change in understanding and practice of innovations. Ms
Don was a good example and became a mentor like Ms Lai
for novice teachers in the school who wanted to pariicipate
in the school-wide innovations; and (b) RCKI innovative
practice could be extended beyond science and mathematics
to Chinese language learning if the teacher designed the
lessons premised on RCKI principles.
Neveriheless, we have to address a few issues. First, we
found that not all teachers could develop principle-based
understanding of innovations. For example, Ms Tian had
pariicipated in all cycles of the professional development.
However, in many cases, she was not able to design and
implement innovative lessons successfiiUy. From Ms Tian's
case, we speculate that there are more than one factor that
influences the teachers' change regarding teacher's existing
beliefs, knowledge and goals (Chen, Looi, & Chen, 2009).
Secondly, current curricula are still examination driven.
Teachers need to cover all the "key points" stated in the
curricula in order to make students achieve high scores
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in examinations, which sometimes inhibits teachers from
enacting innovations due to time constraints.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper reported three cycles of professional
development using the CAL model on RCKI innovations
supported by GS in a primary school. Each cycle of
professional development involved researchers' and teachers'
co-design and reflection and evaluation of the enactment of
RCKI innovations through reciprocal interactions. The four
phases of the professional development are: enculturation,
shared RCKI scaffolding, anchored RCKI scaffolding,
and mastery of RCKI. After the three-cycle professional
development, two of the three teachers were ready to
become mentors for new teachers participating in the schoolwide innovations.
The findings show that our adapted CAL model was
effective for professional development. In the first cycle of
professional development, because the focus was placed
on tasks and activities in the lesson design and enactment
in the reciprocal interactions, the teachers' design and
enactment was fairly rigid. The teachers merely followed
fixed procedures to carry out tasks that could not contribute
significantly to progressive inquiry leaming but instead
engaged students in "researching on" or "collecting"
materials for completing project tasks and activities
(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2008). From the second to the third
cycles of professional development, the focus was anchored
on developing and deepening teachers' RCKI principlebased understanding through reciprocal interactions using
the CAL model. The findings show that the teachers made
progressive advancements in their understanding and
enactment of innovations in the classroom.
The designed-based research has great potential for
creating "usable knowledge" (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa,
Lehrer, & Schäuble, 2003) for addressing issues of
scalability and sustainability of teacher community and
practices for innovations. Each intervention using the
CAL model helped clarify our professional development
goals and led to refinements in the reciprocal interaction
approaches: from tasks and activities, to developing
principle-based understanding and practice of irmovations
based on 10 RCKI principles, and finally to developing
principle-based understanding and practice based on six
RCKI principles. This research started fi-om co-designing
innovations in one disciplinary area in the first cycle,
expanded to three disciplinary areas in the third cycle, and
spread to school-wide disciplinary areas after the designbased research. Currently, the innovations have scaled up
to two secondary schools and a school-wide practice in a
future school in different areas.
We are fully aware that teacher leaming is a complex
process and concems multi-factors at multi-levels (Looi et
al., 2011). No single factor can determine teachers' changes.
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Future research on professional development will aim at
investigating teachers' knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes
using CAL model systematically at micro-, meso- and
macro-levels to lead the teachers to the enculturation of
new skills and new concepts for innovations.
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